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If there is one word to describe Parallel Dimension from Aureal is outstanding.The Argentine Andres
Fusaro delivered a full LP of consistent, sharp, innovative electronic music that can be appreciated from
start to end.

Atenia is an atmospheric intro to get the journey started.

Mars is a tribal and mystique piece of music, formed with pads and a very determined beat, that seems
to be the formula for deep and emotional music in the whole album.

Cerises has a little more groove on the bass line, and it makes every listener move while getting lost in
sounds.

Uranus beat is straight forward, more accelerated, and a bit more dirty
on the high end, where sci fi elements keep the trance flowing smoothly.

Jupiter Spa is a happy blippy track, where the melodic and hi hat arrangement are the main elements of
the tune.

Saturn is a bit more noisy, and the beat is heavy too. Pads are constantly coming in and out creating
tension.

Plutena seems like a Sonar in the middle of chaos, created by hi rate beat repeat in the mid section.

Krosmos coming back to basis, is all about groove in the low end and perfect usage of pads. Once more
the tribal feeling is inevitable.

Liet 7 sounds a bit down tempo, with a lovely strident synth that charges the tune with lots of emotion.

Kramo Spce is felt like a bumpy road where you have to change direction every few little steps. Perfect
usage of rhythmic patterns for this amazing tune.

Dunia is the first one to let go the 4x4 beat, but remains grooving as a linear construction of the whole
album.

Sool Nez is another blippy one, with lots of things going on between
pads and melodies, and a constant pace driving forward.

Horiz seems more relaxed and is mostly playing with wild rate changes, and a very hypnotic melody.

Solar is the last piece of the puzzle making a full circle of emotions comes to an end.

We hope you enjoy this release as much as we do! 



 
 
 
 

 

Aureal is a deep and hypnotic minimalist techno project incorporating sci fi nuances in its
composition and rhythmic structures designed for the dance floor.
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